By virtue of large antenna arrays, massive MIMO systems have a potential to yield higher spectral and energy efficiency in comparison with the conventional MIMO systems. This paper addresses uplink channel estimation in massive MIMO-OFDM systems with frequency selective channels. We propose an efficient distributed minimum mean square error (MMSE) algorithm that can achieve near optimal channel estimates at low complexity by exploiting the strong spatial correlation among antenna array elements. The proposed method involves solving a reduced dimensional MMSE problem at each antenna followed by a repetitive sharing of information through collaboration among neighboring array elements. To further enhance the channel estimates and/or reduce the number of reserved pilot tones, we propose a data-aided estimation technique that relies on finding a set of most reliable data carriers. Furthermore, we use stochastic geometry to quantify the pilot contamination, and in turn use this information to analyze the effect of pilot contamination on channel MSE. The simulation results validate our analysis and show near optimal performance of the proposed estimation algorithms.
at the base station (BS) can potentially provide huge gains in throughput and energy efficiency of wireless communication systems [2] . Such systems, known as massive MIMO or large scale MIMO systems [3] [4] [5] , overcome many limitations of traditional MIMO systems. Massive MIMO increases system capacity by simultaneously serving tens of users using the same time-frequency resources. Moreover, there is less intracell interference as the energy is focused in a small spatial region by forming sharp beams [4] . Because of these vital advantages, massive MIMO has attracted a lot of research interest and is envisioned as an enabling technology for 5G wireless communications [6] .
The bottleneck in achieving the full advantages of massive MIMO is the accurate estimation of the channel impulse response (CIR) for each transmit-receive antenna pair. Channel estimation of flat and frequency selective channels for SISO and MIMO systems have been studied extensively using minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator. The method is complex and therefore, a number of approaches, such as [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] have been developed to reduce its complexity. However, the direct generalization of these techniques to massive MIMO has some drawbacks. Specifically, by employing large number of antennas at the BS, significant number of channel coefficients have to be estimated. Hence, MMSE-based methods become impractical as high dimensional matrices need to be inverted. Some strategies to reduce the complexity of MMSE estimator in massive MIMO have been proposed, e.g., [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . It is important to note that most of the existing methods make assumptions that are not always true. For example, many methods deal with flat fading channels only [12] , [14] , [15] while others [13] , [16] , [17] assume that the channels are sparse. Therefore, low complexity channel estimation approaches tailored for multicell and multi-carrier massive MIMO systems need further investigation.
In this paper, we propose a distributed algorithm for the estimation of correlated Rayleigh fading channels in massive MIMO-OFDM systems. Although many distributed estimation techniques have been developed (see e.g., [18] and references therein) in context of adaptive networks, the proposed distributed estimation technique itself is novel and to the best of our knowledge has not been proposed in the massive MIMO or any other context. Channel estimation using antenna coordination was first studied in [19] for sparse channels. However, both the channel model and the algorithm used in this paper are different from [19] in that [19] makes the assumptions of sparsity and commonality of channel support across array elements while this paper deals with generic channel responses with spatially correlated antennas. Furthermore, in order to enhance the estimation performance and/or reduce the pilot overhead in massive MIMO, we also propose a data-aided estimation technique that relies on finding a set of most reliable data carriers [20] . The proposed data-aided technique employs novel carrier selection procedure that does not use antenna coordination as in [19] , and hence eliminates the associated communication overhead.
In a multi-cell setting, the necessary reuse of pilots across different cells implies inter-cell interference or pilot contamination whose impact is far greater than additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). It is shown that the effect of uncorrelated interference and fast Rayleigh fading diminishes with increasing the number of BS antennas, while the effect of pilot contamination does not [21] . Although a few techniques have been suggested to eliminate pilot contamination under certain conditions e.g., [14] , [22] , [23] , the issue is not fully resolved. The authors in [24] and [25] have analysed the effect of pilot contamination on system performance, while [13] studied its impact on channel estimation performance. The analysis in these papers, however, is carried out for fixed locations of (interfering) users and as such cannot analytically answer how the randomness of users' locations would effect mean squared error (MSE) performance under pilot contamination. Recently some work has appeared [26] , [27] that consider stochastic geometry models for massive MIMO systems. The system and channel models used in prior works are however different from the ones considered in this paper. Moreover, the prior work analyzes the rate performance in terms of signal to interference noise ratio (SINR). In this paper we use stochastic geometry to quantify the effect of pilot contamination on channel estimation. In turn, we provide closed form analytical expressions for the MSE of channel estimation and evaluate the rate performance in the presence of channel estimation error and pilot contamination.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the system and spatial channel correlation model. In Section III, we present the MMSE and least squares (LS) based channel estimation in the presence of AWGN only and discuss their limitations for massive MIMO. The proposed distributed MMSE algorithm is presented in Section IV. To enhance estimation performance, the data-aided approach is considered in Section V. Section VI describes the effect of pilot contamination on channel estimation performance in terms of MSE. Simulation results are presented in Section VII and finally we conclude the paper in Section VIII.
A. Notations
Lower case letters x represent scalars and lower case boldface letters x represent (column) vectors. Matrices are denoted by upper case boldface letters X whereas the calligraphic notation X is reserved for vectors in the frequency domain. The i th entry of x is represented by x(i ), the element of X in i th row and j th column is denoted by x i, j and the vector x k represents the kth column of X. x(P ) denotes a vector formed by selecting the entries of x indexed by set P and X(P ) a matrix formed by selecting the rows of X indexed by P . X i j refers to the (i, j )th block of a block matrix. Further, (.) T , (.) * and (.) H represent transpose, conjugate and conjugate transpose (Hermitian) operations respectively. diag(x) is a diagonal matrix with the entries of x spread along the diagonal.
X (k) denotes hard decodedX (k). E{.} represents the statistical expectation. The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and inverse DFT (IDFT) matrices are represented by F and F H respectively, where the (l, k)th entry of F is defined as f l,k = N −1/2 e −j 2πlk/N , l, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1 for an N-dimensional Fourier transform. Finally, the weighted norm of a vector x is represented as x 2 A x H Ax.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a multi-cell massive MIMO-OFDM wireless system as shown in Fig. 1(a) , where the BS in each cell is equipped with uniform planar array (UPA) consisting of a large number of antennas. We assume that each BS serves a number of single antenna user terminals. The antennas on UPAs are distributed across M rows and G columns with horizontal and vertical spacing of d x and d y respectively. We define the linear (column-wise) index of (m, g)th antenna as r = m + M(g −1) where 1 ≤ m ≤ M, 1 ≤ g ≤ G, 1 ≤ r ≤ R and R = MG is the total number of antennas in a UPA. Fig. 1(b) shows an example of UPA structure with antenna indexing.
We assume that users of all cells synchronously transmit their OFDM data symbols (comprising of pilots) in TDD fashion to their serving BS. Accuracy of channel estimation relies on having perfectly orthogonal pilots allocated to different users. With increased number of users and short channel coherence time, it is impossible to allocate orthogonal pilot sequences to all users. Therefore, we assume that only users in a particular cell are assigned orthogonal pilot sequences so that there is no intra-cell interference, while a frequency reuse factor of one is considered for the sake of efficiency. Moreover, in any cell a particular user is interfered by the users of the neighbouring cells that share identical pilots, hence without loss of generality, it suffices to consider one user per cell.
A. Channel Model
In the discussion that follows, we assume that there is no inter-cell interference and thus focus on a single-cell single-user scenario (the case of multi-cell will be treated in section VI further ahead). Further, we assume a multipath Rayleigh fading channel between the user and a receive antenna r and is modeled by Gaussian L-tap CIR vector defined by h r [h r (0), h r (1), · · · , h r (L − 1)] T ∈ C L×1 . We append all CIRs from the user to the BS to form a composite channel vector h h T 1 
we collect the lth tap of all CIRs to form the lth tap vector h (l) 
Then, the RL × RL dimensional composite channel correlation matrix can be written as,
which is the Kronecker product (⊗) of two components: (i) The R×R dimensional antenna spatial correlation matrix, R a = E{h (l) h (l)H }, ∀l = 0, 1, · · · , L − 1 and (ii) The L×L dimensional channel tap correlation matrix, R tap = E{h r h H r }, ∀r = 1, 2, · · · , R, that depends on channel power delay profile (PDP). The channel correlation model in (1) implicitly assumes R a to be identical across the l taps and R tap to be identical across the array. For the spatial correlation matrix R a , we adopt a ray-based 3D channel model from [28] which is appropriate for rectangular arrays. Accordingly, the spatial correlation between array elements r = (m, g) and r = ( p, q) is given by,
where the D i 's are defined as,
Here, ν is the carrier-frequency wavelength in meters, φ and θ are the mean horizontal angle-of-departure (AoD) and the mean vertical AoD in radians respectively, σ and ξ are the standard deviation of horizontal AoD and the standard deviation of vertical AoD respectively. As shown in [28] , the spatial correlation matrix can be well approximated as,
where R az of dimensions (M×M), and R el of dimensions (G×G) respectively are the correlation matrices in azimuth (horizontal) and elevation (vertical) directions defined as,
.
We would like to emphasise that although a specific channel correlation model is considered for the sake of exposition, the estimation approach developed in this paper is valid for any correlation model.
B. Signal Model
We assume that there are N OFDM sub-carriers and let X represent the N-dimensional information symbol whose entries are drawn from a bi-dimensional constellation e.g., Q-QAM. The equivalent time-domain symbol is obtained by taking inverse Fourier transform i.e., x = F H X . The timedomain symbol is then transmitted after inserting a cyclic prefix (CP) of length at least L−1 to avoid inter-symbolinterference (ISI). After discarding the CP at the receiver, the frequency-domain OFDM symbol at r th antenna can be represented as,
where A √ N diag(X )F, F is truncated Fourier matrix formed by selecting the first L columns of F and W r is frequency domain noise vector of zero mean and covariance R w = σ 2 w I N , assumed to be uncorrelated with the channel vector h r . For a set of K pilot indices denoted by P , (4) reduces to,
where Y r (P ) and W r (P ) are formed by selecting the entries of Y r and W r indexed by P while A(P ) is a K × L matrix formed by selecting the rows of A indexed by P . By collecting the pilot observations of all antennas into a vector, we get,
where, Y (P ) and W (P ) are formed by column-wise stacking of pilots and noise observations at each antenna while I R is an R×R identity matrix. For convenience, we assume the noise variance to be identical across the array so that W (P ) ∼ CN (0, R w = σ 2 w I R K ). Note that the number of unknown channel coefficients in (6) is RL whereas the total number of equations is RK .
III. MMSE AND LS BASED CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In this section, we pursue different (MMSE and LS based) channel estimation approaches for massive MIMO, depending on whether the information processing takes place independently at each antenna element (local processing) or jointly at a centralized processor. Further, we consider timedomain channel estimation as it offers certain advantages such as exploiting the spatial and channel tap correlations [29] . Frequency domain channel estimation requires additional filtering in spatial and temporal directions to exploit these correlations resulting in higher complexity [9] . For now, it is assumed that estimates are corrupted only by the white noise and hence, without loss of generality, we consider a single-cell single-user scenario.
A. The Localized MMSE (L-MMSE) Estimation
In this approach, all CIRs are estimated independently based on the observations received at each antenna element. For notational convenience we will drop the index P in this section. Thus using the linear system model in (5) , the MMSE channel estimator of h r and corresponding estimation error are given by [30] ,ĥ
where Ch r = E{h rh H r } andh r denotes the error vector. The overall global MSE is obtained by taking summation over all array elements i.e., MSE (L) = R r=1 mse r , which after simplifying, can be expressed as,
where {δ i } L i=1 are eigenvalues of R tap , ρ E x /σ 2 w is the SNR with E x representing the average signal energy per symbol and the superscript (L) indicates L-MMSE. It is obvious that performance can be improved by using more pilots.
B. The Centralized MMSE (C-MMSE) Estimation
In this strategy all the channel vectors are estimated simultaneously by minimizing the global MSE, E{ h 2 } = E{ h − h 2 } overĥ. This could be realized by sending all observations to a central processor and then invoking the MMSE estimation based on the composite system model in (6) . The C-MMSE estimator and corresponding estimation error are given by,
where,Á = I R ⊗ A, R h is channel covariance matrix as given in (1), η j and δ i are eigenvalues of R a and R tap respectively.
By comparing (12) with (9), we conclude that in presence of spatial correlation, the centralized solution yields better MSE performance than the localized solution, however, it has the following two major drawbacks: 1) Realization of optimal strategy requires global sharing of information to/from the central processor that results in communication overhead (due to complex signalling which can be very expensive). 2) As evident from (10), the computation of centralized MMSE requires inverting a non-trivial matrix of high dimension (RK × RK ) that leads to computational complexity of order O R 3 L 3 , i.e., the cube power of number of BS antennas. In massive MIMO scenario where R is of the order of few hundreds, both of the above mentioned operations can be prohibitively expensive.
C. Least Squares (LS) Estimation
If the channel statistics are unknown, one can employ simple LS based estimation. Hence, the localized and the centralized LS solutions would be identical and given by,
The resulting estimation error is,
To overcome the limitations of localized and the centralized estimators, we propose a distributed MMSE channel estimator that combines the advantages of both localized and centralized estimators. This is achieved by exploiting partial correlations between neighboring antennas resulting in tractable complexity but near optimal performance. The proposed distributed MMSE estimation is described below and is further extended in section V via a data-aided technique.
IV. THE PROPOSED DISTRIBUTED MMSE (D-MMSE) ESTIMATION
It is well known from equivalence results in linear estimation theory [31] that the C-MMSE solution (10) could be obtained by solving an RL dimensional optimization problem,
where all the variables are as defined as before. Instead of solving (16) globally, we aim to solve it in a distributed manner over R antennas in which the r th antenna has access to Y r only. Moreover, the antenna r is interested only in determining its own CIR (i.e., h r ) without worrying about other h j 's. Here, we would like to mention that this problem is fundamentally different from those considered in the context of adaptive networks [18] , which deal with estimating a single parameter and rely on full cooperation between the nodes, i.e., exchanging both the estimates and the observations. Our proposed solution, the distributed MMSE (D-MMSE) algorithm, as will become clear, is much simpler in that it exploits the structure of spatial correlation matrix R a and relies only on exchanging the (partial) weighted estimates of CIRs with immediate neighbors, thus significantly reducing the communication and computational cost. The proposed D-MMSE algorithm is composed of three main steps; estimation, sharing and updating, as explained below.
A. Estimation
In the estimation step, each antenna acting as a center antenna r C , estimates not only its own CIR but also the CIRs of its neighborhood. The neighborhood of r C consists of 4-direct neighbors represented by the set N = {r L , r R , r U , r D } 1 on the left, right, top and bottom positions respectively as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Now, let the corresponding channel vectors be represented by h C , h L , h R , h U and h D respectively and let h c represent |N + |L × 1 dimensional composite channel vector of the central antenna and its
During the estimation, each antenna acting as a central element computes the estimate of h c by solving a reduced dimensional weighted least squares (WLS) problem,
where Y C (P ) represents pilot observations at the central antenna, R h c is channel correlation matrix of the neighbourhood defined as R h c E{h c (h c ) H } and R w = σ 2 w I K is the noise covariance matrix at the central antenna. From (17) it is clear that information is processed locally at each antenna as each antenna uses only its own observations and interacts with its neighborhood only through R h c . The solution can be easily obtained as,
1 Note that for elements lying at the edges of a UPA, the number of neighbors are different, so that 2 ≤ |N | ≤ 4. The set of neighbors including the central
which corresponds to the inverse error covariance matrix and h c w represents the weighted estimate given bŷ
The weighting of the estimates asserts that we put more confidence into the estimates which are more reliable and vice versa. After computing the P matrix and the weighted estimate, each antenna is ready to move to the sharing step.
B. Sharing
The sharing step is the key to the proposed distributed algorithm where information is shared through collaboration between antennas. Let us define the sub-vectorĥ wj of the composite vectorĥ k w as the (weighted) CIR estimate of antenna j computed by the antenna k. In sharing step, the antenna k would share only the selected components; its own (weighted) estimateĥ wk and the (weighted) estimateĥ wj with element j ∈ N . Henceforth, the shared vectors will be termed as partial vectors represented by an underline notation. An example of how this sharing takes place is depicted in Fig. 2 (b) for a 3 × 4 array with central element r C = 1 having only two neighbors; N = {r R = 4, r D = 2}. As shown, each of the neighboring element shares only two sub-vectors (i.e., partial information) with the central antenna. The collaboration between the rest of the elements takes place in similar fashion. As a result of information sharing, each antenna acting as a central node r C receives |N | partial vectors,ĥ j w , j ∈ N , from its neighbors, each of dimension |N + |L × 1 and having only two non-zero components;ĥ wj andĥ wc . For the example in Fig. 2(b) , the composite vector of the central node and the partial vectors received from its neighbors are given as follows,
Note that the estimates which are not shared are assigned as null vectors.
C. Update
Upon receiving estimates from the neighboring elements, each antenna acting as the central element updates its estimate and error covariance matrix. The update rule is motivated by the following lemma [31] .
Lemma 1: Let y 1 and y 2 be two separate observations of a zero mean random vector h, such that y 1 = A 1 h + w 1 and y 2 = A 2 h + w 2 , where we assume that h is uncorrelated with both w 1 and w 2 . Letĥ 1 andĥ 2 denote the MMSE estimates of h and C 1 and C 2 be the corresponding error covariance matrices. Then, the optimal MMSE estimator and the error covariance matrix of h given both the observations are,
and
where, R h = E{hh H } and R 1 and R 2 are covariance matrices of h in the two experiments. Proof: See [31] . The aforementioned lemma can be easily extended to more than two observations. The lemma suggests an optimal way of combining the individual estimates and we use it at each antenna to improve the initial channel estimate by combining it with the estimates computed and shared by |N | neighbors. Consequently, by treating each antenna as a central element r C , the update equations are given by,
where P j and R h j represent the partial (inverse) error covariance and correlation matrices associated with the partial estimatesĥ j w and i represents the iteration index. The initial values are obtained using (20) and (19) respectively, which are available after the estimation step. In subsequent iterations, each antenna would also require the partial matrices, P j 's and R h j 's, for each of its |N | neighbors. Fortunately, they can be obtained from P c and R h c respectively (which are available at the central antenna) by exploiting the symmetrical structure of R a . Thus, there is no need to share them across the neighboring elements, which in turn saves a significant amount of communication burden. Specifically, the matrices R h c and P c exhibit the following two properties:
Property 1: The matrix R h c is identical for all elements in the neighborhood of r C i.e., R h c = R h j , ∀ j ∈ N Property 2: The matrix P c is identical for all elements in the neighborhood of r C i.e., P c = P j , ∀ j ∈ N Property 1 is due to symmetric nature of the spatial correlation matrix R a while property 2 is the consequence of property 1 when incorporated into (19) .
Hence, to obtain the patrial correlation matrices, R h j , j ∈ N , we first set R h j = R h c and then modify the off-diagonal block entries corresponding to the null vectors of partial estimates as R i j = 0 if anyĥ wi ,ĥ wj = 0 and the diagonal block entries as R ii = I L ifĥ wi = 0, where the subscript i j denotes the (i, j )th block. The matrices P j 's are obtained similarly except that the diagonal block entry corresponding to null vectors is replaced by aI where 0 < a 1 is a small positive number, which indicates very low weight or confidence in estimates that are not shared. In essence, the central element has the full information needed to construct P j 's and R h j 's. For the example in Fig. 2(b) , the partial correlation and error covariance matrices associated with estimates in (21) are given in (26) and (27) respectively. Based on above steps and procedures, the proposed D-MMSE algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
Remarks: 1) Information sharing and update take place during each iteration of the algorithm such that after few iterations the information diffuses swiftly across the whole array as depicted in Fig. 2(a) . 2) The repetitive sharing enables each antenna in the array to utilize the observations from distant elements, thereby improving its estimate in each iteration till it converges to a near optimal solution. 3) As opposed to the centralized processing, the proposed sharing step is more convenient and computationally more efficient as all antennas do not communicate with each other. The collaboration takes place only among the neighboring antennas. Therefore, the complexity of proposed algorithm is significantly less than the centralized approach. 4) Note that the antennas share only the partial information because only selected vectors are transmitted to the neighbors which save significant amount of communication. Also, the estimation step and the repetitive sharing and update steps require simple linear block processing and have a fixed size data structure which is well suited for real implementations. In contrast, the memory and processing requirements for the centralized approach are even more challenging with large array dimensions. 
D. Complexity Analysis
In Table I , we compare the computational complexity of proposed D-MMSE algorithm with LS, L-MMSE and C-MMSE algorithm in terms of multiply and add operations. The figures indicate that complexity of proposed algorithm is slightly higher than L-MMSE but is significantly less than the centralized approach. It is also worth mentioning here that, the P matrices in (19) can be computed off-line and in parallel at all antennas as they do not depend on observations. Moreover, the computation of weighted estimates in (20) does not involve any matrix inversion. Further, the update in (24) requires simple addition during each step of iteration, while (25) needs one time computations of inversions R −1 h j as they do not depend on the iteration index. Finally, the computation of inverse,(P c ) −1 is required but only after convergence when each antenna outputs its final estimate.
E. Choice of D
The choice of parameter D i.e., maximum number of required iterations, has a great influence on computational complexity and convergence of D-MMSE algorithm. A trivial choice for D is that it can be set to the largest dimension of the array i.e., D = max(M, G), which ensures that each antenna receives information from every other antenna in the array. However, such a high value of D is very inefficient from the computational complexity point of view, particularly when the array dimensions are large. A simple loose upper bound on D can be derived by noting that total number of antennas sharing information in D iterations are 2D(D + 1) + 1. Hence, we should have 2D(D + 1) + 1 ≤ R which leads to,
It must be emphasised here, that the actual value of D also depends on the spatial correlations among antennas. Specifically, if the antennas are weakly correlated, then we might not gain from sharing and a smaller number of iterations might be sufficient (See Fig. 4(c) in the simulation section).
V. DATA-AIDED CHANNEL ESTIMATION
The basic idea of data-aided channel estimation is to exploit the decoded data-carriers in order to improve the initial channel estimates obtained using pilots. It is possible that some of the data-carriers are erroneous due to noise and channel estimation errors, while some of the other datacarriers are reliable i.e., they are likely to be decoded correctly.
An important problem is the selection of a subset of the most reliable data-carriers to be used as data-pilots.
A. Reliable Carriers Selection
Consider the received OFDM symbol at any antenna as shown in (4) , and letĥ andĤ √ N Fĥ r be the CIR and CFR estimates obtained using pilots. Then, the tentative estimates of the data symbols are obtained by equalizing the received OFDM symbol using zero-forcing (ZF) as follows,
where, Z(k) represents the distortion on k-th data-carrier due to noise and channel estimation error. Note that second equation holds approximately as the equalization is done using estimated CFR and not the true CFR. Thus given the CFR estimate,
can be modelled as Gaussian with zero mean and variance σ 2 z =Ĥ (k) −2 σ 2 w . The recovery of data symbols is then performed by simple hard decisions on estimated symbolsX (k) denoted by X (k) . Clearly, the errors in the decoding process could occur due to both noise and inaccurate channel estimates. Hence, some data-carriers would be severely effected by these distortions and fall outside their correct decision regions. All those data carriersX (k) which satisfy the condition X (k) = X (k) with high probability, are termed reliable carriers. The proposed strategy for selecting the subset R of the most reliable data-carriers is based on the criteria [20] ,
where, f z (.) is the pdf of Z(k) and A m represents the set of constellation alphabets. Note that the numerator in (29) is the probability that X (k) will be decoded correctly while the denominator sums the probabilities of all possible incorrect decisions due to distortion Z(k). The subset R is formed by selecting only those data-carriers for which R(k) > 1, i.e.,
B. Revisiting the Estimation Step
We now revisit the estimation step of the proposed Algorithm 1 using both the pilots and reliable carriers in order to enhance the initial estimates. Let R r be the set of indices of reliable data-carriers for antenna r . Each antenna could revisit the estimation step by solving (17) using an extended set of indices, P ∪ R r , corresponding to pilots and reliable datacarriers. However, since the pilots have already been utilized to obtain an estimateĥ r of CIR, we simply need to update this estimate based on reliable data. Thus, using the block form of recursive least squares (RLS) [30] , we can writê
Algorithm 2 Data-Aided Distributed MMSE (DAD-MMSE) Algorithm 1) Each antenna acting as a central element r C computeŝ h c and C r e by using (18) and (19) respectively. 2) Each antenna uses its CIR estimate,ĥ r to form the subset R r of the most reliable data-carriers. 3) Update the estimates and error covariance in step (1) using (31) where, (32) and where the corresponding error covariance matrix is,
The data-aided approach is described in Algorithm 2.
VI. EFFECT OF PILOT CONTAMINATION
In multi-cell environment, the pilot contamination due to aggressive reuse of the pilots across different cells, has severe impact on channel estimation. By assuming that the interfering users are distributed according to homogeneous poisson point process (PPP), we derive analytical expressions for MSE of LS and MMSE based channel estimation algorithms in the presence of both AWGN and pilot contamination.
A. Modified Network Model
To characterise inter-cell interference resulting from pilot contamination, we modify our previous 2-D network model of Fig. 1(a) by introducing interferers that are assumed to be distributed according to a PPP. Due to its simplicity and tractability, the PPP has been widely used in stochastic geometry for modelling of interference in cellular networks [32] . Specifically, without loss of generality, we assume a single user in a reference cell of radius γ o , communicating with the BS located at the origin O in a 2-D plane. The interfering users (outside radius γ o ) are distributed over a circular region of radius γ m according to a homogenous PPP, denoted by and having intensity λ. The interfering space is thus an annular region with radii γ o and γ m , where the distance of i th interferer from BS satisfies γ o < γ i < γ m . Fig. 3 shows a realization of interferers distributed according to homogeneous PP of λ = 0.1 with γ o = 2m and γ m = 5m.
The knowledge of the interference statistics is critical in studying the effect of pilot contamination. Further, it is enough to characterize the interference at single OFDM tone because each subcarrier acts as an independent narrow-band channel. Thus, consider the complex received interference at any given sub-carrier (at the BS antenna r ) due to all interfering users, represented as [33] , where,
where β > 1 is the pathloss exponent, α i is an independent Rayleigh distributed random variable with = E{α 2 i } = 1 and φ i is independent random variable that is uniformly distributed over [0, 2π). The symbols x i are generated from a general bi-dimensional constellation with M equiprobable symbols A m = a (m) exp{ j θ (m) }, m = 1, 2, · · · , M. We assume that all interfering users transmit with the same average energy per symbol E x and that the transmission constellation is normalized so that E{|x i | 2 } = 1. Therefore, (34) becomes,
where, z i = a i α i exp{ j (θ i + φ i )} are independent spherically symmetric (SS) random variables.
B. Interference Characterization
For MMSE based estimation, we need mean and variance of interference I , which are given by the following lemma.
Lemma 2: Using the network model of VI-A, the mean and variance of interference I is,
respectively. Proof: See Appendix A. Although (37) is derived by considering that the interference space is annular, it can be extended for an infinite interference space by taking the limit as γ m → ∞.
C. Effect of PC on MSE Performance
The knowledge of interference statistics at single OFDM frequency tone enables us to evaluate the aggregate interference correlation over all OFDM tones and/or across the whole BS antenna array using known channel statistics. Consider the received OFDM symbol at r th BS antenna,
where, E r captures the effect of both interference terms; I r and W r , due to pilot contamination and noise respectively. The correlation matrix of E r is R E r = R I r +R w (due to independence of both interferences), where R w is noise covariance matrix and R I r = σ 2 I AR tap A H based on assumption that all user channels have identical correlations (as in section II) and use the same pilots (the worst case scenario). Similarly, in the multi-antenna case, based on system model of (6), the interference correlation matrix for the whole BS array can be obtained as R E = R I +R w , with R I = σ 2 IÁ R hÁ H . Using these interference correlations, we can derive the MSE expressions for LS, L-MMSE and C-MMSE algorithms in the presence of noise and pilot contamination.
Theorem 1: For the system model described in section II and pilot contamination as characterised in section VI, the MSE expression for LS estimation algorithm of section III-C under both AWGN and pilot contamination is given by,
where, σ 2 I is given in (37) and is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues of R tap spread along the diagonal and all users are assumed to have similar channel characteristics.
Proof: See Appendix B. Theorem 1, shows that MSE is composed of two terms. The first term due to AWGN can be suppressed by increasing the number of pilot tones but the second term due to pilot contamination cannot be reduced by adding more pilots and persists at high SNR (i.e., ρ → ∞).
Theorem 2: For the system model described in section II and pilot contamination as characterised in section VI, the MSE expression for L-MMSE estimation algorithm presented in section III-A under both AWGN and pilot contamination is given by,
where, σ 2 I is given in (37), δ i are the eigenvalues of R tap and all users are assumed to have similar channel characteristics.
Proof: Replace R w with R w +R I r in MSE expression (8) , then invoke the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of R tap . We omit the proof due to its similarity to Theorem 1.
Note that (39) reduces to MSE expression (8) for AWGN had there been no pilot contamination. At high SNR (i.e. ρ 1), the MSE expression (39) reduces to
which shows that MSE is independent of number of pilots (at high SNR) and that MMSE estimation is more robust to pilot contamination compared to LS. Theorem 3: For the system model described in section II and pilot contamination as characterised in section VI, the MSE expression for C-MMSE estimation algorithm presented in section III-B under both AWGN and pilot contamination is given by,
where, σ 2 I is given in (37), μ j and δ i are the eigenvalues of R a and R tap respectively, and all users are assumed to have similar channel characteristics.
Proof: See Appendix C. Note that (41) reduces to the MSE expression for AWGN given in (11) in absence of pilot contamination. Again observe that, under the assumption of high SNR, it simplifies to,
This indicates that MSE depends strongly on interference power and is independent of number of pilots K . Since trace(R a ) ≤ R, the C-MMSE seems to be more robust to pilot contamination compared to both LS and L-MMSE. The aforementioned theorems quantify the effect of pilot contamination on MSE performance of channel estimation in terms of interference power (or variance) which in turn depends on different parameters described in lemma 2. The MSE performance against various parameters will be numerically investigated through simulations.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
We adopt the channel model in (1) with spatial correlation matrix given in (3) whose parameters are: φ = π/3 (mean horizontal AoD in radians), θ = 3π/8 (mean vertical AoD in radians), σ = π/12 (standard deviation of horizontal AoD) and ξ = π/36 (standard deviation of vertical AoD). The channel tap correlation matrix follows an exponentially decaying PDP, E{|h r (τ )| 2 } = e −τ , while rest of the parameters are given in the Table II , where ν represents the carrier frequency wavelength in meters. It is also assumed that receiver has the knowledge of channel correlations.
To assess the MSE performance of different algorithms we use the metric: where, h i andĥ i are true and estimated CIR vectors (at the i th trial) respectively, each of size RL × 1 and represents the total number of trials. We used = 100 in our simulations.
We conduct different experiments to assess the MSE and rate performance of the proposed distributed algorithm D-MMSE, against LS, L-MMSE and C-MMSE. 2 We also perform experiments to validate our analysis and study the impact of pilot contamination on these methods.
A. Experiment 1: How Many Iterations (D)?
In this experiment we investigate the number of iterations, required for convergence of the proposed D-MMSE algorithm. We plot the MSE of the proposed D-MMSE algorithm (red curve) against the parameter D (i.e., number of iterations) in Fig. 4(a) with SNR fixed at 0 dB. The MSE values of other algorithms are also shown. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm converges very closely to the optimal in 3 iterations. Note that, when the antennas do not collaborate (i.e., D = 0), the MSE of distributed algorithm coincides with that of L-MMSE because no information sharing takes place. As the information from neighbors comes in during the next few iterations, the MSE decays exponentially until it converges to near optimal solution. Fig. 4(b) also suggests that there would be hardly any improvement in MSE for D > 3, which conforms to the bound in (28) .
The impact of antenna correlation on convergence is depicted in Fig. 4(c) , where we plot MSEs with different antenna spacings. It is evident that as the correlation gets higher (i.e., element spacing decreases) the number of iterations required for convergence get closer to the bound in (28) , while in case of weak correlation, the algorithm requires less collaboration for convergence.
B. Experiment 2: MSE Performance in AWGN
In this experiment, we compare the MSE performance of various algorithms in the presence of AWGN using the parameters in Table II . The results depicted in Fig. 5(a) show that C-MMSE performs better than both LS and L-MMSE as it is able to utilize the antenna spatial correlations. The proposed D-MMSE algorithm (Algorithm 1) achieves near optimal results in few iterations. The proposed data-aided algorithm (DAD-MMSE in Algorithm 2) has the best performance among all algorithms, where note that the effect of using reliable carriers is more pronounced at higher SNR. Fig. 5(b) demonstrates the MSE behaviour of these algorithms with varying number of pilots (K ) with SNR fixed at 20 dB. As is shown, increasing the pilot tones yields better estimation performance but this comes at the cost of lower spectral efficiency. The data-aided algorithm, however, is able to achieve the best performance even for a small number of pilot tones. Also observe that the analytical MSE expressions given in Section III, with legends (Th.), agree with simulation results.
C. Experiment 3: MSE Performance in AWGN and PC
In this experiment we study the MSE performance of different algorithms in presence of both AWGN and pilot contamination. For simulations, we use the parameters given in Table II with the interfering users distributed according to a PPP of λ = 0.1 in circular region of radius 5m, the desired user is assumed 1m away from BS located at origin with γ o = 2m and pathloss β = 2. In Fig. 6 , the simulated MSE performance of different algorithms is compared over a wide range of SNR with the analytical expressions given in Theorems 1, 2 and 3 (see Section VI-C). From Fig. 6(a) , note that all MSE curves decrease with increasing SNR in lower range but reach an error floor at higher SNR. This is in stark contrast to AWGN case (see Fig. 5 ), which indicates that pilot contamination severely degrades the estimation performance.
We present similar analysis in Fig. 6(b) , where the MSE is plotted as a function of λ with SNR fixed at 10 dB. It is obvious that all algorithms perform well for small values of λ. However when λ increases, the interference due to pilot contamination dominates AWGN, thus severely degrading the performance as indicated by a sharp increase in MSE curves. Note that MMSE channel estimation is more robust to pilot contamination than simple LS based channel estimation. The effect of pathloss is portrayed in Fig. 6(c) . A close match is observed between simulation and theoretical analysis over a wide range of λ and β.
D. Experiment 4: Rate Performance
To evaluate the rate performance, we borrow results from [34] and [35] that capture the effect of channel estimation error on rate performance. We can directly plug the derived expressions for channel MSEs to study the rate performance under both AWGN and pilot contamination. For simulation we use λ = 0.08, β = 3, γ o = 2m and γ m = 5m and rest of parameters as given in Table II . In this experiment the results are averaged over 500 simulation runs and shown with solid lines for AWGN and dashed lines for AWGN+PC scenario respectively. First, we plot information rate against SNR for 5×5 array in Fig. 7(a) which shows that the rate performance is significantly reduced under channel estimation error. In addition to this, the presence of pilot contamination further deteriorates the performance whose effect is more evident at higher SNR where the curves reach saturation levels, thus limiting the achievable rates. Note that performance of proposed algorithm is very close to the centralized solution for all values of SNR. Fig. 7(b) shows the rate performance against varying number of BS antennas (1 up to 100) with N = 64, K = L = 8 and SNR fixed at 20dB. It shows that we can have high rates for large R when there is no pilot contamination and lower rates when there is pilot contamination.
We know that increasing the number of pilots improves the estimation performance (e.g., see Fig. 5 (b)) but results in loss of spectral efficiency. Therefore, it is critical to find the optimum number of pilots that maximizes the rate performance. Fig. 8 depicts achievable rate versus the number of pilots for 5×5 array with N = 64 and L = 8 at SNR of 20dB. As shown, the maximum rate is achieved for 8 (in general L) pilots under both AWGN and pilot contamination.
E. Experiment 5: Computational Complexity
Finally we compare the average runtime of various algorithms that can be regarded as a measure of computational complexity. Fig. 9 shows the average runtime with increasing number of BS antennas under the default simulation parameters of Table II . It is clear that computational requirements for proposed D-MMSE algorithm, with different values of parameter D, grow at much slower pace than that of the C-MMSE algorithm as the number of BS antenna increases. Further, in terms of memory requirements and communication overhead (not shown here), the advantages of D-MMSE are even more tangible. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel distributed MMSE algorithm for massive MIMO-OFDM channel estimation that relies on coordination among BS antennas and converges fast to nearoptimal solution by diffusing the information across antennas.
To overcome the pilots overhead, the proposed algorithm is extended by using data-aided technique. Then, the effect of pilot contamination on estimation performance is analysed by using stochastic geometry which allows us to obtain the aggregate interference power based on which, we derived the MSE expressions for different algorithms. The derived expressions are validated through simulations. Finally, we evaluated the achievable rates in presence of channel estimation error and pilot contamination and then the optimum number of pilots were obtained that maximize the rate performance.
APPENDIX I MEAN AND VARIANCE OF INTERFERENCE
The mean of I can be determined as follows,
= results from Campbell's theorem [36] and then the fact, E{z i } = 0 yields the zero mean. Similarly, the variance of interference can be computed as follows,
where, (a) = is due to the fact that z i are independent SS random variables, in (b) = we employed Campbell's theorem and in (c) = we used the result E{|z i | 2 } = E{a 2 i α 2 i } = E{|x| 2 }, where we note that a i and α i are independent random variables, which completes the proof.
APPENDIX II PROOF OF THEOREM 1
By replacing R w with R w + R I r in MSE expression (14), we obtain mse ls
= follows from matrix inversion lemma. Now, using the EVD of the channel correlation matrix R tap = Q Q H and the fact that A H R −1
where, (b) = follows from the property that trace QRQ H = trace(R) if Q is unitary. After simple algebraic manipulations, the term inside the summation simplifies to σ 2 w L K E x +σ 2 I L i=1 δ i , which completes the proof.
